RADIO LIBERTY
September 2014 Tapes/CDs Available
CDs WILL BE SENT IF NO DESIGNATION IS MADE
Tapes $5.50/each tape: CDs $7.50/each Books/videos printed in italics carried by Radio Liberty
*** @ indicates 2 tapes ($11.00) or CDs ($15.00) **
**Bold type indicates Tape/CD-of-the-Month Selection**
All times are p.m.

Date

Time T/CD QTY

Program/Topic

Amount

08-25-14 4

____ ___ Pastor Billy Crone. Cashless society being considered by many countries & under
_____
control of the U.N. What may happen if you choose not to go electronic.
09-02-14 4
____ ___ Matt Shea. Our world in chaos. Humanoid robots & drones. Where did Ebola come from?
_____
Terrorist threats and the possibility of an EMP attack. Good calls.
09-02-14 9
____ ___ Bob Fletcher. DVD, In-coming. How he started on his "journey" testifying before the
_____
Senate. NSA's ability to monitor everything. Founding of Homeland Security. Will
the return of Nibiru (Planet X) fulfill Bible prophecy?
09-03-14 4
____ ___ Michael Snyder. Seven-year economic cycles. The Bible taught about various seven-year
_____
cycles. What will 2015 bring? The need for an economic "cushion."
09-04-14 4
____ ___ Joel Skousen. ISIS and the move to a NWO coalition. What happened at the beheadings?
_____
Gov't spying with fake cell phone towers and more. Very eye-opening!
09-04-14 8
____ ___ Devvy Kidd. Immigration laws and "anchor" babies. The link between welfare and illegal
_____
immigration. How voter fraud is rampant in our voting system.
09-04-14 9
____ ___ Cheryl Hancock. Missiles being launched into Israel. The killing of Palestinians in Gaza
_____
by Hamas during the cease fire. Israeli thoughts on the cease fire. ISIS aiming for
Jerusalem. The growth of anti-Semitism.
09-05-14 4
____ ___ Dr. Dennis Cuddy. Author, Power Elite and The Secret Nazi Plan. America's fragile economy _____
and the lack of people's confidence in it. Decline of the Middle Class. People being
"numbed" by cashless ability. Cognitive to affective domain.
09-08-14 4
____ ___ Holly Swanson. Three-quarters of high school students do not get passing grades.
_____
The focus on "green issues" rather than science. Students must understand they
are "part of nature."
09-08-14 8
____ ___ James Corbett. The problem with jobs that are being created in the U.S. China's extended
_____
banking system and economy. The effect of ISIS.
09-09-14 8
____ ___ Melody Cedarstrom. Outsourcing being promoted rather than producing jobs here.
_____
Thoughts on quantitative easing and the stock market. Why people should still
consider gold and silver.
09-09-14 9
____ ___ Bradlee Dean. Do we submit ourselves to tyranny or to God? Delusion that people must
_____
submit to the gov't - even done by churches. Why we are going to come under judgment.
09-10-14 4
____ ___ Deborah Tavares. Are we headed for a dictatorship? The same man on the board of PG&E
_____
and Rothschild Co. Restriction of land ownership.
09-10-14 8
____ ___ Virginia Farver. The danger of cell phone towers. Cancer clusters in areas where they exist.
_____
09-11-14 8
____ ___ Barry Chamish. Peres and the Pope plot more trouble for Israel. War in the north coming.
_____
What is really happening with the tunnels in Gaza?
09-11-14 9
____ ___ Stephen Frank. Thoughts on Obama's "take" on retaliation in the Middle East. Who stopped _____
illegal immigrants coming in from Mexico? How our laws are being violated by our gov't.
09-12-14 8
____ ___ William Grigg. Who is training and supporting ISIS. The American public falling
_____
for the same trick over and over. Will this lead to more centralized control by the
U.S. government?
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